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1* Introduction* In this note we consider two closely connected topics: countable tightness in the spaces P(S) of regular probability measures on compact spaces endowed with the weak* topology and property (C)-a convex analogue to Lindelof property of the weak topology of function spaces C(S) defined by H. H. Corson [6] (for the terminology and definitions see § §2 and 3).
Our results are related to the following two problems: (A) Property (
C) of C(S) is equivalent to a property of P(S) which is a convex analogue to countable tightness (see Lemma 3.2).

This property is a priori weaker than countable tightness but no example known to us shows that this is realy the case. So, for what compact spaces S countable tightness of P(S) is equivalent to property (C) of C(S), or putting this another way, when property (C) and countable tightness are dual each other'! (B) Does the function space C(S x S) or C(P(S)) have property (C) provided that the space C(S) has this property! Does countable tightness of the space P(S x S) or P(P(S)) follow from countable tightness of the space P(S)?
It should be mentioned here that the only examples we know of compact spaces S with countable tightness for which C(S) fails to have property (C) or P(S) fails to have countable tightness, due to Hay don [14] and to van Douwen and Fleissner [7] , are constructed under additional set theoretic hypotheses. This yields yet another problem, whether in such examples some extra axioms for set theory are necessary (the results of this note, however, have no connection to this question).
ROMAN POL
We shall consider the class of compact spaces S such that each regular measure on S is determined by its values on a countable collection of compact sets (Definition 3.3). Our main result (see Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2) is that this class of spaces is closed under the operation P(S) and some other standard topological operations, and that in the realm of this class the questions stated in (A) and (B) have always a positive answer.
In this context the question arises how wide is the class of spaces we deal with and to what extent the countable determinantness of regular measures on S is connected to property (C) of C(S) or to countable tightness of P(S)? The class we consider includes many "classical" compact spaces (cf. Example 3.7). In fact, no example is known to us of a compact space S outside of this class for which C(S) has property (C) or P(S) has countable tightness (but we see also no reason why such spaces should not exist). On the other hand, let us point out that we do not know whether or not each pointwise compact subspace of the space of the first Baire class functions on the irrationals belong to this class, while it was proved recently by Godefroy [11] that for each such a space S the space P(S) has countable tightness; this is probably one of the most interesting questions about the class we consider in this paper.
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2* Terminology and notation* Our topological terminology follows [9] and the terminology related to functional analysis follows [23] . Given a compact space S we denote by C(S) the Banach space of continuous real-valued functions on S with the sup norm and by P(S) the space of regular probability measures on S endowed with the weak* topology [i.e., basic neighborhoods of a measure
μeP(S) are of the form \veP(S): \[fidμ-[f t dv <ε for
ί^nl,
where f t e C(S) and ε > oY We shall denote by ω the set of natural numbers, I will denote the unit interval [0, 1], and S ω is the countable product of a space S. If A is a subset of a linear space, then convA is the convex hull of the set A. We shall also stick to a convention that the THE SPACES P(S) OF REGULAR PROBABILITY MEASURES 187 families of sets will be denoted by capitol script types or bold-face types, and the subsets of the spaces P(S) will be denoted by capitol greek types. DEFINITION 2.1. We say that a topological spaces S has countable tightness at a point seS (or that S is determined at the point s by countable subsets) if for each subset A of S containing the point s in its closure, there exists a countable set CaA such that s is in the closure of C; if S has countable tightness at each point we say that S has countable tightness (or that S is determined by countable subsets), cf. [9] , [16] and [18, Def. 8.2] . If for each s e AcS there exists a sequence (αJcA converging to s, we say that S is a Frechet space [9] . REMARK 2.2. In the sequel we often identify the points 8 of a compact space S with Dirac measures δ s at these points [23, 18.1.1] which allows one to consider the space S as the set of extreme points of the convex set P(S) [23, 4.5.4 and 7.4.7] . REMARK 
If μeP(S x T)
is defined on the product S x T of two compact spaces then we define the marginal measures μ s e P(S) and μ τ eP(T) by the formulas μ s (E) = μ(E x T) and μ τ {E) = μ(S x E), E being a Borel set in S or T, respectively. Notice that the map μ -> (μ s , μ τ ), which maps the space P(S x T) onto the product P(β) x P{T), is continuous. 3* Property (C) and countably determined regular measures* The following property was defined by H. H. Corson [6] (cf. [19] , [8] and [20] ). DEFINITION 
The function space C(S) has property (C) provided that each family of closed convex sets in C(S) with empty intersection contains a countable subfamily with empty intersection.
The following dual characterization of property (C) was given in [19, 5. Proof, (a) Let μeP(S") and let jy be a countable family of compact sets which determines the marginal measures (see Remark 2.3). Then one verifies easily that the family of rectangles ^x x A k x S x S x where A t e J*f 9 determines the measure μ.
(b) Let / S-^Γbea continuous map and let μeP(T).
There exists a measure v e P(S) such that v(f~~\E)) = μ(E) for each Borel set EaT, see [23, 23.2.2] . Now, if a countable family j^ of compact subsets of S determines the measure v, then the family {f(A): iej/} determines the measure v.
EXAMPLES 3.7.
THE SPACES P(S) OF REGULAR PROBABILITY MEASURES
(A) Let S be a compact scattered space. Then each measure μeP(S)
is purely atomic and the countable family of the atoms of μ determines the measure μ [23, 19.7.6] . Moreover, if S has also countable tightness then the function space C(S) has property (C) [19 We refer also the reader to the papers of Talagrand [25] , [26] , where a class of compact spaces S such that each μeP(S) has metrizable support and P(S) is a Frechet space is described, which is essentially wider than the class of weakly compact sets.
(C) Let S be a compact subset of the space B^ω") of the first Baire class functions on irrationals ω ω , endowed with the pointwise topology. Godefroy [11, Proposition 7] proved that P(S) embeds also in the space B x {ω ω ) and hence P{S) is a Frechet space by a theorem of Bourgain Fremlin and Talagrand [5, Theorem 3 F]. We do not know whether or not each measure μeP(S) is in this situation countably determined; it seems to us that of special interest is the particular case of S being the unit ball I?** in the double dual Jϊ** of a separable Banach space E which does not contain l x isomorphically, endowed with the weak* topology, see Rosenthal [22, Theorem 3] .
(D) Let H be the Helly space of all nondecreasing functions from the interval / into itself considered with the pointwise topology [9, 3.2.E]. The space H embeds in the space B^ω") defined in (C) and thus the result of Godefroy quoted there shows that P(H) is a Frechet space (a more direct proof of this fact one obtains by combining the reasoning below with Example 3 in § 8.4).
We shall prove now that each measure μeP(H) is countably determined.
First, let us consider the classical double arrow space A [9, Exercise 3.10.C]. Let /: A -> I be the natural map which makes from the split interval A the ordinary interval I again. Given a measure μeP(A), the set / = {t e I: μ(f~\t)) > 0} is at most countable and it is easy to see that the family of Borel sets Jϊf = {/-χ (K δ !U) α < & are rational} U {{a}: aef'\J)} satisfies the conditions in Lemma 3.
Thus each measure μeP(A)
is countably determined and the same is true for each μeP(A ω ) by Lemma 3.6. At this point one can end the proof applying a general result stated in § 8.6, as the space A can be identified with the set of extreme points of the compact convex set H, which consists of the functions taking only the values 0 or 1. However, we shall also complete the proof in an elementary way by showing that the Helly space is a continuous image of a closed subset of the product A ω (cf. Lemma 3.6).
Let C be the Cantor set in the interval / and let M -{a lf α 2 , } be a countable subset of the complement I\C, dense in the interval separates the points of L and hence it is an embedding.
(E) Let Σ(a) = {x e I a : x(ξ) = 0 for all but countably many ζ < a}, a being an ordinal, be the ^-product of a copies of I [9, 2.7.13]. It follows from a result of Arhangelskii [2] that under Martin's Axiom and the negation of the Continuum Hypothesis [15] , if SczΣ(a) is a compact set then each measure μeP(S) has metrizable support and hence it is countably determined; moreover, the last property allows one to prove without any diflBculty that, under these assumptions, P(S) embeds in Σ(μ) for each compact set Sc. Σ(ά) f and thus it is a Frechet space (cf. [3] , [1] , [12] Let us mention also a deep result of Gulko [12] , [13] that each member of the class considered by Talagrand, mentioned in (B), embeds in some Σ(a). 4 . Results* The following theorem is the main result of this note. THEOREM 
Let S be the class of all compact spaces S such that the function space C(S) has property (C) and each regular measure on S is countably determined. Then: (i) the countable products, closed subspaces and compact continuous images of the spaces from the class S belong to this class, and (ii) if SeS then P(S)eS.
COROLLARY 4.2. Let S be a compact space such that each regular measure on S is countably determined. Then the following conditions are equivalent: ( i ) C(S) has property (C); (ii) C(P(S)) has property (C); (iii) P(S) has countable tightness; (iv) P(S ω ) has countable tightness.
Theorem 4.1 is based on the following three lemmas. LEMMA 
Let S and T be compact spaces such that both function spaces C(S) and C(T) have property (C). If XβP(S x Γ)
is a measure such that both marginal measures X s and X τ (see Remark 2.3) are countably determined then the space P(S x T) has countable tightness at the point λ. AaP(SxT) be a collection of measures such that (1) λ is in the closure of A .
We have to show that there exists a countable set Γ c A containing λ in the closure. We shall split the proof into three steps: the first one is a simple general fact (certainly well-known) about the weak* topology in the space of measures, needed in the next step; in the second step we use property (C) to show that, roughly speaking, given a finite family of disjoint compact rectangles in S x T, one can choose a countable collection of measures from A which approximate the behavior of λ on this family of rectangles-this step is an extension of [19, 5 .l(ί 2 )]; finally, in the last step we use countable determinantness of the measures X s and X τ and the preceding step to choose a countable set Γ we are looking for. 
v < ε/3, and similarly, ε/3, hence \v(V) -μ(V)\ < ε.
-μ(V)
II. Let S? = {S l9 , S n } and ^~ = {T lf , TJ be disjoint families of compact subsets of S and T respectively such that λ )S (S\ \j£^) + λ Γ (T\U ^) < e. Then there exists a countable set Γ(<9* x ', ε)(zA with the following property: for arbitrary pairwise disjoint open neighborhoods G i3 of the rectangles Si x T 5 there exists a measure μeΓ(S^
Proof. The result proved in step I allows one to choose disjoint open neighborhoods V iS of the rectangles S t x T 3 -and a neighborhood Ω of the measure λ such that (2) \μ(V iS ) -λ(S, x Γ y )| < e/n-m for μei2 .
We shall use property (C) to choose a countable set Γ aΛP\ Ω such that
is open, then μ(S x T\G) < ε for some μ e Γ .
Before we define JΓ, let us check that any set Γ with property (3) can serve as the set Γ(£f x J7~9 ε) we are looking for. Let G iS be as in II and let G = \J iti (G tj Π V id ). Take any //eΓ such that μ(S x Γ\G) < e. Then (2), (3) Hence it remains to define the set Γ. For each μeΛ, let C(μ) be the set of all pairs (/, g)eC(S) x C(T) satisfying the following conditions:
The sets C(μ) are closed and convex, and the intersection Π {C(μ): μ e Λ Π Ω) is empty; the last assertion follows from the fact that given a pair (/, g) eC(S) x C(T) satisfying (4), the inequality \fdX s + \gdX τ < e/2 holds, and since the function μ -> \fdμ s + \ gdμ τ is continuous and XeΛΓ) Ω, the inequality (5) fails for some μeAΠ 42, i.e., {f,g)<£C(u). Now, the product C(S) x C(Γ) has property (C) [19, 3.5] , and therefore there exists a countable set Γ dΛΠ Ω such that Π{C(μ):μeΓ}= 0. Let us check that Γ satisfies (3) .
Given an open set G 3 \J iά S t x T jf define a pair (/, g) e C(S) x C(T)
satisfying ( Hence (5) fails for the functions /, g and the measure μ, which yields μ(S x T\G) < ε.
III. In this step we shall complete the proof of Lemma 4.3. Let *szf s and Szf τ be countable families of compact sets in S and T, respectively, which determine the measures X s and λ Γ , respectively. For each pair of finite disjoint families ycj/ 5 and ^czj^ and a natural number p such that Let us check that μ satisfies also (7) . Put F = Sx (6) and (8) yield the inequalities (recall that 1/p < ε)X(F) < ε and < 4ε, and hence (9) The oscillation of u x on each inequality + If < 5ε .
being less than ε, we have also the
and (6) and (8) yield the inequality
Now, (9), (10) and (11) together show that \u t dμ -\u t dX 2ε + 4ε = llε, as claimed in (7).
< 5ε
6* Proof of Lemma 4Λ. 1 Let the measures σeP(S) and λe P(P(S)) be as in Lemma 4.4. The proof will go, briefly, as follows.
In the first step we assign to each compact set AczS a compact convex set Γ(A) c P(S) in such a way that if A covers a "large" part of S with respect to σ, then Γ(A) covers a "large" part of P(S) with respect to λ. Then, in the next step, we define in a natural way, for a given finite partition of A into compact sets, a finite partition of Γ(A) into Borel sets and we check, in the third step, that if the partition of A is "small" with respect to the uniform structure, then so is the corresponding partition of Γ(A). In the final fourth step we put together these results and we assign to a countable family of compact sets in S which determines σ a countable family of Borel sets in P(S) which determines λ. 
I. Let AcS be a compact set. Put r = σ(S\A) m and let Γ{A) -{μ e P(S): μ(S\A) S r). Then X(P(S)\Γ(A)
) ^ r.
Proof. Let ΓaP(S)\Γ(A)
be an arbitrary compact set. 
sβίs. Then for each Kz3ίΓ the set Γ{K) -{μ eΓ(A): l/μ(A)(μ(AJ, --,μ(A n ))e K) is a Borel set and the family Γ(&", JΓ) = {Γ(ίΓ): Ke^T} is a finite partition of the set Γ(A).
Proof. Since for each compact set C c A, the map μ -> μ(C) is upper semicontinuous [23, 19.5 A?) f --,μ(A n ) ) defined on this set are Borel, and hence the set Γ{K) is Borel, K being a Borel set in J n _ lβ Proof. Choose a convex symmetric neighborhood W of the origin in the dual space C(S)* with the weak* topology such that for each ΛczP(S)
], the set [μ eΓ(A): μ(A) > 0} and the m8φμ-*llμ(A)(μ(
III. Let %f be an open cover of P(S). Then there exists an
In the sequel we shall consider S as the subspace of P(S), see Let us check that for each ί = (t lt , t n ) 6 Λ n -i we have (cf. step II) ( 
) Γ{t) = {μe Γ(A): μ(A % ) = t i )d^t t -(P(A,) + B) = Λ(t) .
Take any μ e Γ(ί), put A o = S\A and let μ t (E) = ^(ΐ; Π A t ) for i = 0, 1, ---,n and iϊcS Borel. Since μ(A 0 ) £ c, 1/ί,-^ + μ o eP{A % ) + B, for i = 1, , n, and therefore /^ = Σi** U/*<Ά + ^0]e^i(i). Now, by (4) and (3) we obtain the inclusion A(t) -Λ(t) c 3 W, and since the correspondence t->A(t) is upper semicontinuous, there exists a positive δ such that Λ(ί') -^ί(ί") c 3 TΓ, whenever ί', ΓeΛ-i and ||t' -ί"||<δ. Inclusion (5) and condition (1) show that δ is the number we were looking for.
IV. We can now complete the proof easily. Let an open cover ^ of P(S) and an ε > 0 be given. Let Y* and c > 0 be as in step III, and let a disjoint finite collection g 7 c J^ refines 5^ and satisfies the inequality σ(S\U ^) ^ min{ε 2 , c 2 }. Take the number δ defined in step III and choose a finite partition J%"(Z& of the simplex Δ m , m being the cardinality of g% consisting of sets of diameter less than δ. Then the family Γ(g% SΓ)a.Γ refines ^ (see step III) and since it covers the set Γ(U^) defined in step I, it follows by the assertion proved in this step that λ(P(S)\U Γ) ^ ε. This ends the proof by Lemma 3.5. 7* Proof of Lemma 4*5* We shall split the proof into two steps, the first one being a fairly general result which belongs probably to the folklor related to function spaces. Thus it remains to demonstrate the implication (i) -> (ii).
Let S be a compact space such that the space C(S ω ) has property (C). The result proved in step I applied to the compact convex set K = P(S ω ) ω yields an existence of an affine continuous onto mapping ψ: Γ -> P(JBΓ) defined on a compact convex subset of P(Γ), Γ being the closure of the set of extreme points of K. Since T is homeomorphic to (S ω ) ω = S ω (see Remark 2.2), one can assume that Γ c P(S ω ) and hence Γ has property (C*), see Lemma 3.2. Now, property (C*) being an invariant of aίBne continuous mappings between compact spaces, P(P(S ω )) has property (C*) and hence C(P(S ω ) ω ) has property (C), again by Lemma 3.2. 8* Comments* 5.2. There is a natural approach to the problem whether property (C) of C(S) implies countable tightness of P(S) which is different from the one discussed in this note. Given a Banach space E, let 3^mE be the collection of all nonempty sets which are unions of m closed convex subsets of E, and let us say that E has property (CJ if each collection of sets from SΓ m (E) with empty intersection contains a countable subcollection with empty intersection (cf. Definition 3.1). Then one can easily checks that if E m has property (C 2 J for each m, then the unit ball B* of the dual space E* endowed with the weak* topology has countable tightness (indeed: let x*eAaB*; Proof. The nontrivial part of Proposition 2 consists of the assertions that each XeP(P(S)) is strongly countably determined and that P(S) is first-countable.
The proof of the first statement is almost the same as the proof of Lemma 4.4 given in § 6; the only minor modification is that in step II it should be observed that if the sets A t are in addition (? δ -sets, then the sets Γ(K) are actually Baire sets.
Let us give now a brief proof of the second statement. Let XeP(S) and let a countable collection A ί9 A 2 . Then one checks easily that the collection {Ω n } n forms a countable base at the point λ in P(S). 
